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FROM THE CHAIRMAN 
FELLOW GROWERS 

Season 1992 has highlighted the unpredictability of producing dried 
fruits for a living. 

Currant growers in the Eastern States have produced big yields and 
can look forward to record returns from an undersupplied market. 

Growers in W.A. suffered severe crop losses from damaging rains 
during harvest with the final crop only one third of its potential. 

The estimated pack from our huge sultana harvest exceeds 92,000 
tonnes challenging the record crop produced in 1972. 

This result is greater than the achievement in 1972 as many more 
acres were committed to producing dried sultanas at that time. 

Our sultana harvests from 1989 to 1992 illustrate the difficulties and 
lost opportunities that result from a production variation of 65%. 

Production to the nearest 1,000 tonnes was: 

Seasons 

57,000 55,000 81,000 92,000 

Ironically the 71,000 tonne average of these four seasons is close to 
the ideal tonnage to maximise returns for Australian growers. 

However in 1989 and 1990 when world prices were relatively high; we 
undersupplied our established markets and failed to take full advantage of 
the market opportunity. 

In 1991 and 1992 we have produced volumes far in excess of our best 
sales achievements. 

The ideal environment to successfully market these super-crops is one 
where world markets are undersupplied, the global economy is buoyant, 
consumption is high, and the world is relatively stable. 

The real environment for marketing our crops is tar removed from these 
four ideals. 

Our industry has taken initiatives in both export and domestic markets 
to stimulate demand tor our product. 

However, a protracted sale of the total crop at reduced values is certain 
unless Northern Hemisphere crops fall short of expectations. 

This sudden and unpredictable change of fortune creates a serious 
dilemma for many growers. 

There is clearly a need to be prudent in spending fruit payments 
already advanced and projected. 

In conflict with this need, is the requirement to pursue greater efficiency 
of production with an ongoing investment in new technology and superior 
methods. 

The dramatic and unpredictable changes around the globe in the past 
year have already influenced world trading patterns to our disadvantage. 

Our domestic marketing achievements are being increasingly 
undermined by the implementation of inequitable reform programmes driven 
by economic idealism modified by political sensitivities. 

These combined happenings will generate increasing hardship and 
adjustment pressures wfthin our industry. 

It is imperative that we meet this challenge as an innovative and united 
industry with a long term vision to remain internationally competitive against 
all the odds. 

I am encouraged by recent achievements and changing attitudes to 
believe we will do battle with the challenges ahead. 

Henry Tankard 
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EXPORT REPORT 
Agents from Germany, Canada, Great Britain, New 

Zealand and Japan met with the Board on April 8 and 
9 to discuss the latest marketing conditions and 
strategies tor 1992 season. 

Sultanas 
This year the Board, when setting prices was faced 

with the problems of depressed overseas markets and 
a large carryover of 1991 season sultanas, plus a 1992 
sultana crop estimated at around 90,000 tonnes. 

Firstly, I would like to review the 1991 marketing 
year. Initially it showed great promise, however, from 
October onwards markets became depressed and 
Northern Hemisphere producers came into the market 
with good quality product at very low prices. Also 
there were many criticisms of the quality of Australian 
sultanas. This resulted in many of our large buyers 
holding excessive stock which resulted in cancellation 
of orders, deferred shipments and new orders very 
difficult to obtain. 

You will recall that in 1989 and 1990 small crops 
resulted in restricted export sales of 37,000 tonnes and 
34,000 tonnes respectively. 

Our export target for 1991 was 56,000 tonnes; 
export sales were only 47,000 tonnes which is 
disappointing; however, relative to 1990, a reasonable 
achievement. A major marketing problem for the 
Australian Industry emanates from the large variability 
in crop size from one year to the next which results in 
our traditional markets being over-supplied or under
supplied. If there is an over-supply of Australian 
sultanas in a world market that is short of sultanas 
then that is not a problem; however, in the current 
world market it is a huge challenge for the Australian 
Industry to sell all the sultanas that are available for 
export. 

For the 1992 marketing year the Board has reduced 
the export price of 1991 sultanas and is hopeful that 
around 3,000 tonnes (old crop) will be sold including a 
sale to China. 

The price of 1992 sultanas has been set 10% to 
15% below the 1991 season opening price. Lower 
prices will be supported by a promotion budget of 
$1.5 million compared to $1 million in 1991. The 
Board, Industry and Overseas Agents have put in 
place a more aggressive marketing plan to increase 
the sales of sultanas in all export markets. 

Currants 
As advised over the last two years, there has been 

a shortage of currants in all world markets because of 
successive failures of Greek crops. An export 
allocation of 1,600 tonnes of currants has been priced 
at A$3200 per tonne; this is a gross price and does 
not take into account overseas freight, packing and 
marketing costs. There will be no problems in selling 
1,600 tonnes of currants in export markets. 
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JOHN LESTER 
CHAIRMAN 

AUSTRALIAN DRIED FRUITS BOARD 

As 1 have stated previously I believe Australia has 
the capability to sell 2,000 to 3,000 tonnes of currants 
on export markets. This means production would have 
to be around 7,500 tonnes compared to this year's 
estimated production of 6,400 tonnes. It is anticipated 
that recent plantings will move productive capacity 
towards the appropriate level. 

Seeded Raisins 
In 1991 exports of seeded ra1s1ns were around 800 

tonnes. Again this is a disappointing result. 
Unfortunately the demand for this product is declining 
due to a history of inconsistent supply, variable quality 
and a relatively high price compared to alternative 
products. 

I acknowledge that there is a surplus of seeded 
raisins at the moment however, prospects of selling a 
large tonnage on export markets are very poor for the 
above reasons and because the world demand outside 
Australia for seeded raisins is very small. 

In summary the Australian Industry is facing a 
critical test to sell the 1991 season sultana carryover 
and the large 1992 sultana crop. Success will be only 
achieved by paying particular attention to quality and 
service backed up by creative and aggressive 
marketing. Stock management will also be important 
to ensure product quality and shelf-life is maintained 
over a longer selling period. The next critical phase in 
the marketing year is the size and quality of the 
Northern Hemisphere crop. We will be closely 
monitoring its progress over the next four months. 
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HARVEST 1992 FROM THE PACKERS PERSPECTIVE 

lrymple Packing Pty. Ltd. 
Sultanas 

Unfortunately, the quality of the fruit was not as 
good as it might have been, due to the presence of 
Oidium and Mealy Bug. The large crop gave us many 
immature small berries and the very early picking, 
precipitated by some rain in early February, was all 
that was needed to make some growers start picking. 
12 points of rain late in February, a week of cooler 
weather, followed by heavy night dews, created 
conditions which reduced grade levels. 

Due to the conditions mentioned above, a slow 
drying season developed; this plus the large crop and 
big tight bunches which made for quick picking, 
created a shortage of rack space. Growers were 
prematurely shaking down racks of fruit which 
contained many blobs. The subsequent damaged and 
blobby fruit would have probably lost a grade through 
this alone. 

The lack of rack space and the large amount of fruit 
put on the ground because of it, did have the positive 
effect of fruit entering the packing house generally 
better cured than the 1991 Season. Growers took 
note of the penalty for delivering hot fruit. 

The large crop and easy, quick, picking conditions 
allied to an effort by packers to produce a higher 
quality pack at slower packing speeds created a bottle 
neck as far as bins were concerned. However, the 
packing quality of 1992 fruit is generally better than 
1991's mainly due to more "cured" fruit being delivered. 

Colour-wise 1992 fruit is not light golden and will 
tend to darken quickly. 
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The delivery of G.A. treated fruit will again create 
problems when trying to maintain a quality pack. 

The packing of the 1992 intake has proceeded well 
albeit somewhat slower than usually, due to intensified 
packing standards and lack of storage space, a legacy 
of slow sales in late 1991 and early 1992. 

All in house records show an improved quality pack 
compared to the 1991 fruit, although this is hard to 
quantity at the moment, as so little of 1992 has found 
its way to market yet. 

Of the total sultanas received this year. Forty 
percent is five crown forty four percent is four crown 
and fourteen percent three crown. 
Currants 

A good year of reasonable quality currants of 1990 
tonnes delivered, sixty percent were four crown and 
thirty percent were three crown. 

Most of the fruit delivered was dry and of 
machinable quality which in turn is producing a much 
better quality pack than we have had for the last few 
years, much of this is due to the decreased percentage 
allowance of moisture in the delivered fruit. 
Raisins 

An average crop of Raisins was delivered this year 
with thirty four percent being five crown, and sixty six 
percent four crown. Of these forty five percent are of 
Waltham cross variety the balance as Gordos. The 
fruit appears to be holding quite well in storage. Some 
yeast mould has been observed but little if any ·btack 
mould. Although some late deliveries will need to be 
carefully monitored. 

Overall, a great team effort. 
Brian J. Bergin 

Robinvale Producers Co-operative Co. Ltd. 
The intake of 1992 fruit proceeded with few 

disruptions. While bin availability has been an issue, it 
appeared to be less of one this year. 

The general quality of fruit was not up to the 
standard of last season, however the grade mix 
appears to be more in line with user requirements this 
year, than in 1991. 

Initial bin tipping has shown a general reduction in 
the level of snails and other contaminants in fruit 
received. Work is still required in this area to reduce 
the problems even further. 
Sultanas 

The sultana intake was extended over a slightly 
longer period than normal due to the cooler than 
expected drying conditions. Fruit was generally of a 
good condition, however there appears to be a greater 
than normal level of Blobs in the lower crown fruit. 

Given the changes to the DPI standards and 
modifications to our packing procedures, we believe 
that it will pack out well. 
Currants 

The market for Currants remains strong, far 
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outstripping supply. 
While intake was not high, it was an improvement 

on last season. With the increase in the production of 
the Carina variety, it is important that both growers and 
the industry review the issue of size of berries. 

Fruit received was generally dry and uniform, with 
some growers experiencing difficulties in drying Carinas 
later in the season. 
Raisins 

A reduction in the intake of raisins this season is a 
prom1s1ng sign. The large volume of fruit dried in 
recent years has created stockholding above ideal 
levels. 

A number of factors have combined this year to see 
production of raisins fall to a level more in line with 
market demand. 

Although not all raisins are at this stage, it appears 
that quality is generally good, if somewhat lower than 
last year. 

Gary Delbridge 
Mildura Co-operative Fruit Co. Ltd. 

The highlight of harvest 1992 was the huge sultana 
crop that emerged, well above expectations of most 
people in the industry. 

Strong overall support from our growers was 
reflected in a lift in the company's share of district 
crop, when compared to the previous season. 

The season was a test for growers and packers 
alike. 

The early cool weather conditions slowed drying on 
racks, but fruit soon commenced to pour into receival 
points. The sheer size of the sultana crop exceeded 
t11e available supply of bins, a situation aggravated by 
much slower packing rates (down over 30% of last 
year) needed to meet the higher pack standards 
introduced just before the start of the season. 

Turnaround of bins to growers was under pressure 
and growers generally appreciated the position and 
were very co-operative. 

Receival of fruit in these conditions went very well. 
If anything, there were less queries over grades and 
fruit assessment, than in recent years. We continue to 
support independent classing of fruit and acknowledge 
the advancements that State Dried Fruits Boards are 
achieving. 

Sample bin tipping was introduced this season, with 
the aim of more accurate classing of fruit and working 
towards exercising equity between growers. 

The tipping procedure had been designed by ADFA 
and controlled by the State Dried Fruits Board. This 
season's adherence to the procedure did diminish at 
times in the face of the demands of the huge intake, 
however bin tipping in future seasons will benefit from 
the experience gained this season and an earlier start 
to the planning process. 

Both quality and quantity of currants this year were 
well up on last year and packing is progressing well. 
Receivals of 4 crown currants were 67% of all 
deliveries, an improvement on last season. 

early Sultana deliveries were mainly 5 crown, 
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however 4 crown was predominant in the latter half of 
the season and finally 5 crown made up 39% of total 
deliveries, compared to 56% in 1991. 

Light type sultanas were 94% of deliveries, although 
some fruit after packing is showing signs of a lack of 
proper curing and will darken prematurely. 

In view of the carry-over of 1991 sultanas and 
raisins, the large 1 992 crop and slow shipping out of 
fruit, a major challenge will be to follow a packing 
schedule before next harvest and mange the storage of 
large volumes of fruit. Our packing branches are 
already completely full of packed and unpacked fruit, 
we will also need to utilise warehouse space outside 
company premises. 

Growers are well aware of the need to lift the 
quality of our Australian fruit. The Australian industry 
is under enormous pressure to lift the standard of its 
dried fruit. The pressure is coming from both the 
Australian and export markets. 

We have recently had some welcome news from 
researchers working on industry packing projects, 
relating to improvements in packing machinery, 
particularly aimed at removal of stones and stalks. 
Strong progress has also been made in improving 
flowability of sultanas, a feature required by many food 
manufacturers. 

Preliminary trials overseas with electronic scanning 
equipment have been promising. X-ray scanning is 
also being tested. 

It is certainly of some comfort to watch some major 
advances in equipment becoming available. The 
company has already installed some of this equipment. 

In summary, our two main immediate challenges are 
to produce fruit of a quality required by consumers and 
at the same time pack the huge 1992 crop. 

Rivergrowers Co-operative Ltd. 
Apricots 

Barrie MacMillan 

The main tree fruit variety provided a crop in line 
with the industry's marketing needs within the crop 
selling cycle and hence a carry-over situation should 
be avoidable this year. This is good news for growers. 
The graded sizes might however, produce a small 
problem for the agents with the emphasis being on the 
overall improvement achieved in quality fruit leaving the 
manufacturing and good service requirements of the 
market about line ball with supply. 
Peaches 

The peach crop is of generally better quality this 
season and can be expected to sell well. However, 
the peach intake is down compared to the normal 
quantities produced in the Riverland area. The ADFA 
packers and their agents will need to be very flexible in 
maintaining and servicing the existing client base. 
Growers must be aware of the need to protect their 
market by producing sufficient fruit to meet demand. 
This may mean that from time to time some other 
opportunities in the fresh fruit market or canning areas 
should be restricted. 

David Rice 
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SIMON CREAN VISITS THE SUNRA YSIA AND RIVERLAND AREAS 

The Federal Minister tor Primary Industries and 
Energy, Mr. Simon Crean, visited the Sunraysia and 
Riverland regions on a familiarisation tour during 
February. 

Despite being in Mildura tor a short time only, 
rewarding discussions were held between Mr. Crean 
and leaders from the dried fruits industry. The Minister 
also held talks with representatives from the citrus 
industry. 

Through these discussions, Mr. Crean was able to 
familiarise himself with the challenges that the dried 
fruits industry faces. The Minister was made aware that 
these challenges would be more difficult to overcome if 
the Government continued to reduce tariffs on imports 
to pursue its goal of a 'level playing field' on 
international markets. 

The ADFA has long fought the removal of dried fruit 
tariffs because there is no such thing as a 'level 
playing field' in international trade. The ADFA believes 
it is the creation of Canberra based economists who 
are out of touch with the operations of the real world. 

Also high on the agenda of talks between the 
Minister and the representatives of the dried fruits 
industry was the maintenance of statutory marketing 
controls for the dried fruits industry. Mr. Crean 
expressed the need to learn from the mistakes that 
had been made in the past with respect to regulated 
marketing arrangements, citing the wool industry as a 
particular example where regulation had lead to a 
"really bad outcome". 

The Chairman of the ADFA, Mr. Henry Tankard, 
told the Minister that the dried fruits industry had an 
international reputation for being a progressive and 
efficient producer of quality dried fruits, and that this 
had been achieved with the assistance of statutory 
regulation. 
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Mr. Tankard also advised the Minister that it "would 
be tragic if the efforts and achievements of a century 
were dismantled in the pursuit of deregulation". 

Mr. Crean was informed that the dried fruits industry 
was very people intensive, and that any negative effect 
on income that arose out of being exposed to corrupt 
international trading practices would have significant 
ramifications tor the communities dependent on dried 
fruit production. 

Mr. Crean recognised that violent fluctuations in the 
returns received on world markets did heavily influence 
the welfare of Australian horticultural producers. 

The ADFA delegation was also pleased to note that 
the Minister did not favour blanket industry reforms but 
was instead prepared to evaluate each industry as a 
separate entity. 

"What you have to look at is what are the strengths 
of the industry, what are the opportunities tor the 
industry, and then develop a strategy to realise its 
potential to the fullest. 

"II it needs a specific type of approach then that is 
something I have always signalled a preparedness to 
look at, but the approach has to be sensible and it 
can't distort the value of the product. 

"That is why I have argued we should look at 
individual industries such as citrus and dried vine fruit 
and discuss specific projects. 

"We have to see what role the government can 
sensibly play, not in propping up the industry, but by 
actively encouraging the removal of impediments and 
establish the necessary market linkages. 

Overall, the ADFA were delighted at being given the 
opportunity to show Mr. Crean the workings of the 
dried fruits industry and were pleased with the strong 
level of understanding of the industry that the Minister 
showed, while being complimentary of the 
achievements of the industry. 
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NSW DRIED FRUITS BOARD TO BE RETAINED 

The New South Wales Dried Fruits Board is to be 
retained with all of its essential operating powers and 
functions. 

NSW Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs, 
Mr. lan Armstrong, has advised the ADFA of his 
decision to retain the Board. 

The ADFA Board of Management has welcomed the 
decision as being in the best interests of dried fruit 
growers and the industry generally. 

All of the existing powers of the NSW Board will be 
retained except the power to set quotas on the volume 
of dried fruit that can be sold within NSW, and the 
power to trade in dried fruit. 

Neither of these powers has been used in recent 
years, and their abolition is consistent with ADFA 
recommendations to a review of the NSW Dried Fruits 
Board and the NSW Dried Fruits Act. 

The decision of the Minister has been particularly 
welcomed as it overrides the recommendations 
contained in a draft report arising from the review 
which called for the abolition of the Board and of all of 
its functions. 

This total de-regulation of the industry was opposed 
by the ADFA, with the result being a re-examination of 
the central issues of the review by three senior 
members of the NSW Department of Agriculture. 

The three officers conducting the re-examination 
were: 

Mr. lan Coffey, Executive Director 
(Regulatory Services) 

Mr. Don Hayman, Executive Director 
(Policy, Planning & Technology) 

Dr. Allan Smith, General Manager AGSELL 

In announcing his decision the Minister advised that 
he was pleased that this re-examination had resulted in 
a obtaining a greater understanding of the industry's 
requirements. 

The ADFA Board of Management has noted that 
the NSW decision provides a precedent for the review 
of the Dried Fruits Board and Dried Fruits Act that is 
presently being carried out within South Australia. 

In advising his decision, Mr. Armstrong noted that 
one of the positive aspects to flow from the NSW 
review was the interest shown by all of the State 
Boards to improve their liaison and co-operation, 
particularly in regard to providing greater uniformity of 
standards between the States. 

A model act to apply in New South Wales, South 
Australia, and Victoria is also being considered, with 
the Chairman of the Dried Fruit Boards of each of 
these three States having already met to consider the 
essential elements. 

The functions to be retained by the NSW Dried 
Fruits Board include: 
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• Registration of dried fruit packers. 

• The setting of grade and quality standards on the 
packout of dried fruit. 

• Inspection of packing houses and drying greens. 

• The setting of grade standards for the delivery of 
dried fruits to packers. 

• The actual classing of dried fruits (including 
participation with the Victorian Board in the 
combined classing arrangements). 

• The licensing of classers. 

• 1 nspection of dried fruit at retail level. 

• Activities to encourage the consumption of dried 
fruit. 

6 MAY 1992 

Mr H Tankard 
Chairman 

Office of the 
;>.Hni.ster for Agriculture and RurJ.l AlfJ.irs 

Nevo South \'<'ales 

Australian Dried Fruits Association 
PO Box 1142 
MILDURA VIC 3502 

Dear Mr Tankard 

1 have received a report of the visit to Sunraysla by Messrs Coffey, Smith and 
Hayman to discuss the draft report of the Review of the Dried Fruits Act 

My information is that the visit was successful in obtaining a greater understanding 
of the Industry's requirements for legislation. I am pleased that frank and positive 
discussion allowed this to occur. 

In view of this information and the previous responses to draft Review report, I 
have decided to retain the Board and the legislation with the exception that the 
powers of the Board to set quotas or to trade in dried fruit be abolished in the new 
Act. 

1 am also heartened by the interest shown by all State Boards to improve their 
liaison and co-operation so as to ensure greater uniformity of standards. 

1 have no objection to the revised NSW Act being made available to other Boards 
for comment and wlll be pleased to contribute with my Ministerial colleagues in the 
other States towards the concept ofModel legislation between the States on this 
matter. 

Yours sincerely, 

/~:y-
IAN ARMSTRONG MP 
MINISTER FOB AGR!CU! TIJRE 
AND AURA! AFfAIRS 

LcvciJC, parkt•ieu.•, 157 jjvcrpool St, Sydn~y 1000 Phone (02) 372 0123 f"" (02) r2 0199 
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VALE MR. JOHN R. GORDON, O.B.E. 
The son of an industry pioneer, Mr. John Gordon's 

world was keenly focussed on dried fruits and it was 
therefore a natural evolution that, being a man with a 
strong sense of responsibility and a capacity for 
leadership he ably served the industry for so many 
years at ADFA Branch, District Council, Federal 
Council and Board of Management levels. In addition 
to which is the long and outstanding service he gave 
through the Australian Dried Fruits Control Board. 

Mr. Gordon was an ADFA Board of Management 
member from 1955 to 1970. Prior to his appointment 
to the Board he was President of the Federal Council 
from 1950 to 1955. He was also Chairman of the 
Australian Dried Fruits Control Board being the first 
grower to occupy that important and exacting office. 

Mr. Gordon was appointed to the Australian Dried 
Fruits Control Board in 1947 as a commercial member 
until 1965 when he became Deputy Chairman and a 
member with marketing experience. In 1968 he was 
appointed Chairman of the Board to succeed Sir 
Eugene Gorman and held this position in conjunction 
wtlh the duties of marketing member until he retired 
alter 28 years of devoted and practical service. 

Throughout his long service on the Board Mr. 
Gordon directed his efforts and ability in developing 
and strengthening overseas markets. As a member of 
a Board Delegation to London, Mr. Gordon was an 
able participant in the 1951 to 1953 negotiations with 
the British Ministry of Food regarding the prices of 
Australian currants, sultanas and raisins sold to the 
United Kingdom government during those seasons. In 
the succeeding years he was one of the negotiators 
who successfully negotiated marketing arrangements in 

· the United Kingdom, European Countries, New Zealand 
and Japan. 

Durihg these years Mr. Gordon also developed a 
sense of co-operation and understanding with 
producers in Greece, Turkey, U.S.A., Iran, Afghanistan 
and South Africa. Over the life of the International 
Sultana (Raisin) Agreement (1963-1971), he was an 
enthusiastic and active conciliator who contributed 
substantially to the achievements of the Agreement 
even though it was short lived. Following the 
Agreement's demise in 1971 Mr. Gordon's spirit of 
international co-operation engendered sufficient 
enthusiasm to keep former members meeting annually 
in a spirit of co-operation and goodwill. During the 
period 1971 to 1975 Mr. Gordon acted as Convenor 
and Chairman at these Annual Conferences of Sultana 
{Raisin) Producing Countries. 
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Mr. John Gordon 

On his retirement from the ADFA Board of 
Management his unselfish and dedicated service was 
recognised as it also was on his retirement from the 
Australian Dried Fruits Control Board when the 
following acclaimation was provided him. 

"The Industry, therefore, is fortunate in having had 
the benefit and experience of this outstanding man 
whose vision, drive, enthusiasm and unselfish attention 
to duty has made him greatly welccmed and received 
as an ambassador lor Australian dried vine ·fruits ·all 
over the world." 
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Introducing the 

EAGLE FARM 'N HOME 
INSURANCE 

PROTECTION PLAN 
For the Horticulturist 

• Farm and Home Buildings • Farm and Home Contents 
• Liability • Motor Vehicle 
• NSW Workers Compensation • Disability 
• Superannuation • Investments 
• NSW CTP Greenslips 

For all your insurance needs contact your local office of the 

Australian Eagle Insurance Company Ltd. 
Aoma!i•n Eagle;, •n Eagle S••r Con1panv A.C.N. <X.l4 SOO 122 

MILDURA: Ralph Morrish/Cathy Reddick 
156 Tenth Street. PH: (050) 23 5355. AH: (050) 23 4721. 

SWAN HILL: Bill Murphy/Tina Allen 
52 McCrae Street. PH: (050) 32 2033. 
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HOW DOES SOIL AFFECT YOUR BLOCK MANAGEMENT? 

By Maxine Schache, Industry Development Officer 
Sunraysia Horticultural Centre, lrymple 

FROM A SERIES SPONSORED BY THE NATIONAL SOILS CONSERVATION PROGRAM 

Firstly, lets look at what makes up soil. Soil isn't 
just lots of inert individual clay, sand and silt particles 
which physically hold a plant up. Soil also contains 
organic matter. This organic matter is made up of 
decaying plants and animals as well as living fungi, 
bacteria, plants and animals. Together these hold the 
clay and sand particles together in clumps (or 
aggregates). The aggregates are weakly attracted 
together but many spaces (pores) occur between them. 
What is a well structured soil? 

A well structured soil is made up of stable 
aggregates of clay, silt and sand particles and organic 
matter. These aggregates are mainly held together by 
organic matter and soil fungi. A large proportion of the 
aggregates should be between 0.5 mm and 2 mm in 
diameter. This will lead to a wide range of pore sizes. 

Fig 1. A covercrop slashed and left as a mulch 
provides organic matter for the soil. 

Advantages of a well structured soil. 
Fig 2. These soils are from adjoining vineyards 

(the samples were taken approximately 10 
inetres apart). The soil on the left has had 
organic matter added but has not been 
cultivated for three years. The soil on the 
right comes from a conventionally managed 
block. 
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The numerous larger pores allow good water and 
air penetration into the root zone, both of which are 
important for optimum plant growth. They also provide 
easy pathways 
for root growth. The medium sized pores act as sites 
for water and nutrient storage. Therefore, in a well 
structured soil the plant has maximum food, water and 
air - all vital in producing a healthy, high yielding plant.. 
How can you find out more about your soil? 

A number of different soil characteristics can be 
measured. A complete picture of the soil profile can 
lead to a more informed block management plan being 
formed which should benefit not only the soil but the 
crop growing in it. 

Soil testing 
A number of soil properties can be measured when 

determining the soil type and the best method of 
managing it. Among these are pH, texture, salinity, 
organic matter content, structure, soil slaking and 
dispersion. 

Several companies currently offer soil testing. 
These include: 

AG- PLUS 
5 Macarthur Street, East Melbourne, Vic. 3002 

Note: AG-PLUS kits are available from the 
Victorian Department of Food and Agriculture, NSW 
Department of Agriculture and the Rural Water 
Commission, Red Cliffs. 

IRRIGATED CROP MANAGEMENT SERVICE 
Loxton Research Centre 
P.O. Box 411, Loxton, S.A. 5333 
Phone: (085) 847 315 

RICHLANDS LABORATORIES 
Freepost 20, PMB 3, Tatura, Vic. 3616 

A good knowledge of your soil can lead to well
informed and presumably better decisions on two major 
aspects of block management, namely fertilisation and 
irrigation. 
Fertilisation and soil properties. 

There are four soil properties which directly affect 
fertilisation:-

1 . Organic matter and covercrops 
The amount of organic matter in the soil and the 

type of covercrop used can influence the amount of 
fertiliser needed. 

Organic matter acts as a nutrient store, slowly 
breaking down and releasing nutrients into the 
surrounding soil. Organic matter also acts as a glue 
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which binds the soil particles together leading to 
improved soil structure. 

Covercrops, like vines and citrus, need nutrients 
such as nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium to grow 
properly.. The use of phosphate containing fertilisers 
may be needed to ensure maximum growth of the 
covercrop. A nitrogen fertiliser may need to be added 
when a cereal covercrop (such as oats or ryecorn) is 
used. No nitrogen fertilisers should be used when a 
legume covercrop (such as peas, beans, clovers, 
medics and lucerne) is planted. A special type of soil 
bacteria infects the roots of the legumes which take 

Fig 3. The roots of clover showing the nitrogen 
fixing nodules. 

nitrogen directly from the air and into the legume's 
roots (nitrogen fixation). If a nitrogen fertiliser is 
applied, the bacterial does not grow very well and the 
amount of nitrogen it fixes is reduced. 

The fixation of nitrogen by the bacteria in legume 
roots can lead to a reduction in the amount of nitrogen 
needed in vineyard or orchard fertilisation. However, it 
can take several years for a balance to occur 
between the rate of nitrogen being fixed and the rate 
at which the covercrop breaks down and releases the 
nnrogen into the soil. Once this state has been 
reached the application of nitrogen fertiliser may be 
reduced by up to one third. (The use of leaf tissue 
analysis can be used to monitor the nitrogen status of 
the vines or citrus and hence any reduction in the rate 
of nitrogen fertiliser use.) 

Any fertiliser applied to help the covercrop grow will 
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not be a waste of money for once the covercrop is 
slashed or worked in and begins to breakdown, it will 
slowly release the nutrients into the soil. This helps to 
keep a constant supply of nutrients in the vine's or 
citrus tree's root zone during growth. 

2. Soil structure 
The structure of the soil is important in the 

fertilisation of the plant. A well structured soil provides 
plenty of storage sites for both nutrients and water. A 
poorly structured soil, having less storage sites than a 
well structured soil, will need more fertiliser and water 
added more often. The fertiliser is often leached out of 
the soil, firstly because it is not strongly held in the soil 
(unlike in a well structured soil) and secondly because 
the extra irrigations needed leaches it out. 

3. Soil pH 
The soil pH can markedly alter the availability of the 

various nutrients (see Table 1). 

Table 1 Maximum availability is indicated by the 
widest part of the bar. 

'"""''' '"'""'! 

For example, iron is readily available to plants grown in 
soil with a low pH (e.g. pH 5) but not a higher one (pH 
8). Hence vines and citrus grown in alkali soils (which 
include most of the Sunraysia soils) often suffer from 
lime induced iron chlorosis (the inability to extract iron 
from an alkali soil). Lime induced iron chlorosis is 
made worse by overwatering. Compensation for such 
soil pH effects on nutrient availability can be made in 
the fertiliser program for the block. 
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4. Texture 
The texture (or 'feel') of the soil can also affect its 

ability to store nutrients. Clay particles are negatively 
charged while sand particles tend to be neutral. 
Therefore positively charged nutrients (e.g. potassium, 
magnesium and ammonium) are attracted to the 
negatively charged clay and stick to it, but are washed 
through the neutral sand. 

The measurement of organic matter content, soil pH 
and soil structure all require special equipment and 
should be done professionally. Soil texture, however, 
can be done on the block, as will be shown below. 

Irrigation and the soil. 

Soils in Sunraysia are extremely variable, with many 
blocks containing a range of soil types. This is 
important for irrigation as different soils hold different 
amounts of water. Knowing how much water your soil 
holds makes irrigation scheduling easier - it helps you 
decide how much water to apply (or how long to water 
for). 

Soils are like a sponge - they can only hold so 
much water. When they are fully wet there is little 
benefit in applying more water as this only leads to 
waterlogging, drainage problems and nutrient leaching. 
Overirrigating causes soil structure to breakdown and 
in extreme cases can lead to a rise in the water table 
and salinity problems. Salt is not only toxic to plants 
but also causes the breakdown of soil structure. 

So how much water can a soil hold? 

Crops use water from the soil until it is too hard for 
them to extract moisture (like trying to wring out the 
last drops from a damp sponge) to keep growing for 
maximum yield. Refill Point 

(30 em tensiometer:::::: 40 kpa) 

Wilting Point 

No Crop 
Growth 

Dry Soil 

Crop 
Growth 
Slows 

' 
Best 
Cmp 

Growth 

Fig 4. Soil moisture regime 

Field Capacity 
(30 em tensio

meter= 
8-lOkpa) 

Crop Growth 
Slows 

Saturated Soil 

When the dryness of the soil starts to slow plant 
growth it is time to irrigate. This is called the 'refill 
point'. In vineyards the 30 em tensiometer reads about 
40 kPa. After irrigation, soils drain and then hold the 
maximum amount of water - this is called the 'field 
capacity'. At field capacity tensiometers read about 8 -
10 kPa. 

The grower needs to know how much water to 
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apply to the soil to take it from refill point to field 
capacity, 

This amount of water is called the "readily available 
water" (RAW) holding capacity of the soil and is 
measured in millimetres. 

The soil texture determines the soil's RAW (Table 
2). 
Table 2 

Ribbon length Other characteristics Soil texture RAW 
mm/m (approx) 

No ribbon 
5 mm 
15 - 25 mm 
25- 40 mm 
40 mm plus 

Cannot be mounded 
Coarse and gritty 

Very sticky 

Sand 
Loamy sand 
Sandy loam 
Sandy clay loam 
Clay 

10 
50 
60 
65 
50 

How to work out soil texture and hence the RAW of 
your soils. 

Step 1 
Dig a hole, preferably with a backhoe, to get a 
good view of the rootzone. 
And, with adequate safety to prevent the backhoe 
pit from collapsing, measure the distance from the 
top of the soil surface to where 80 - 90% of the 
rootzone penetrates i.e. the depth of the rootzone. 

Step 2 
Within the rootzone, determine the texture of the 
soil. 
To do this take a handful of soil and moisten to a 
uniform consistency with no dry lumps. 
Then roll into a ball and squeeze a 'ribbon' between 
the thumb and forefinger onto the palm of your 
other hand. (Handling soils for more than one 
minute may give a false soil texture). 
The longer the ribbon before breaking, the higher 
the clay content (see Figure 5). 

Use Table 2 to determine the soil texture. The 
table also shows the RAW for every metre of 
rootzone in this soil type in millimetres of water to 
add per metre of the soil type. 

Step 3 

Use this formula to work out the RAW of your soil. 

RAW = 
mm of water to 
irrigate with 

e.g. 

depth of rootzone 
(metres) 

0.8 m depth rootzone 

x RAW of soil texture 
mm/m 

(read from Table 2) 

soil texture - sandy loam (RAW from Table 2 
= 60 mm/m) 

RAW= 0.8 X 60 
= 48 mm 
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i.e. an irrigation of 48 mm on the soil surtace will 
bring the a soil from refill point to field capacity. 
Note: as irrigation systems do not apply water 
pertectly evenly, allowance has to be made for dry 
spots. An allowance also has to be made to 
provide some drainage to prevent salt accumulation 
in the rootzone. For sprinklers an allowance of 10 -
15% is usually adequate. Therefore an irrigation of 

48 mm + 15% (= 55 mm) would be ideal in this 
situation. 
Test wells can also be used to find out if irrigations 
have been too heavy. A high water table is shown 
by the test well float being within a metre of the soil 
surtace. This can be usually caused by applying 
too much water when irrigating or occasionally by 
blocked tiles or inadequate drainage systems. 

Fig 5. Left: long ribbon formed by clay loam soil. Right: no ribbon is formed by sand. 

For all your Grafted Vines and Rootling requirements. 

Jacksons Vine Nursery Pty Ltd 
Myall Street, CARDROSS 
Established for 15 years 

• Specialising in Qual[ty Field Grafted Wine, 
Table Grape and Dry Vine Varieties. 

• Grafted to order using material supplied by 
Vine Improvement Scheme. 

• Some Vines still available for planting 1992 or 
orders taken for planting 1993. 

Call Kevin or lisa Jackson on (050) 24 2485 to 
discuss your order or to arrange an inspection. 
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NETTING WILL ELIMINATE RACK LOSSES 

By Kristen Cerchez, 
Loxton Research Centre, Loxton 

Losing fruit off drying racks to birds is a problem 
faced by many growers in the Riverland and Sunraysia 
horticultural districts. It is an especially frustrating form 
of loss as the grower has already paid for the fruit to 
be picked and for the drying oil used. Therefore the 
loss of income is considerably more than just the value 
of the fruit. 

The bird damage assessment team, funded by the 
Dried Fruits Research Council, have developed a 
simple and cost effective system of netting drying racks 
to prevent loss of fruit to birds. 

A drying rack is completely enclosed with strong, 
reusable, UV stabilised plastic netting which will last for 
at least 10 years if treated with care. 

The system has been trialed with net donated by a 
company called OE Marine located in Perth, Western 
Australia. The design is simple and the materials are 
inexpensive or ones that growers would already have 
on their properties. The total cost of materials if all 
had been bought would be approximately $335. As 
the net is only required for a short time each season, it 
will last for a very long time and this means that the 
cost will be spread over many years. The ·pay back 
period' and the benefit of netting depends on the level 
of loss as is shown below. 

f!G 1· PffifNT!A! fiNANCIAl GAIN OVER TIME 

FOR RACK Nffi!NG 

DRYING SEASONS 

Cost and Returns 

The cost of netting can be recouped in a single 
season with a loss of only 5-6% of the currants on a 
rack. This can be seen from the figure below which is 
based on average maximum returns for currants 
received over the last four seasons ($1245/tonne) and 
a production capacity of 3-4 dried tonnes from a typical 
50 metre rack. When the loss is as low as 1%, it may 
take up to 7 years to regain the cost of the net but 
given its long life, this is still a good investment. 
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These calculations do not include benefits from any 
subsequent crops such as sultanas and gordos that 
may be dried on the rack in the same season. Thus 
the potential benefits from netting racks may well be 
higher than is shown. 

Basic Design 

A wire is threaded through the strengthened edge 
(selvage) of a length of net. This is then hooked onto 
the beam supporting the roof on the side of the rack 
with a series of hooks and anchoring nails. The ends 
of the rack are permanently "wrapped" in net. 

If you would like any further information or step-by
step instructions on how to construct the netting, 
contact Kristen Cerchez at the Loxton Research Centre 
for the fact sheet. Phone (085) 847 315 or fax (085) 
846 354. 

Figure 2 

The netting of racks will inexpensively protect 
grower's drying fruit from loss to birds. 
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SUPERANNUATION GUARANTEE TAX 
The ADFA is strenuously opposing a proposal to 

introduce a Superannuation Guarantee Levy. 
The Federal Government in its 1991 budget, 

announced that it would be introducing a compulsory 
superannuation scheme. 

It is proposed that the scheme will cover all 
employees and be administered and financed by 
employers, including growers. 

Under the Bill now before parliament, the scheme is 
to commence from July 1, 1992, with the date of the 
contribution being dependant on the size of the 
employer's total payroll. Given that the majority of 
grower's payroll would not exceed $500,000 per year, 
the commencing rate would be 3% for 1992/93 
increasing to 9% by the year 2000, (refer to table 1). 

Table 1 

1992-93 

1993-94 

1994-95 

1995-96 

1996-97 

1997-98 

1998-99 

1990-00 

2000 and after. 

Employer's payroll 
$500,000 or less. 

Employer's payroll 
more than $500,000 

SUPERANNUATION PERCENTAGE 

3% 5% 
3% 5% 

4% 6% 
5% 6% 
6% 7% 
7% 7% 
8% 8% 
8% 8% 
go/o 9% 

The ACTU has given notice that it would be very 
reluctant to trade the levy on superannuation against 
future increases in wages. Thus, the superannuation 
scheme may become a tax, providing an additional 
cost burden to growers. 

Of major concern to the ADFA is the treatment of 
casuals, and in particular, itinerate workers employed 
during harvest. 

Under proposed legislation, growers will have to 
provide superannuation to every employee aged 
between 18 and 65 years and earning in excess of 
$250 in any month or $3,000 per year. A reasonable 
picker would exceed $250 in only 3 to 4 days, so in 
effect, all employees would be covered. 

The ADFA together with the National Farmers' 
Federation has supported a submission by the 
Confederation of Australian Industries in rejecting the 
Bill. In addition to this, the ADFA has made its own 
submission to Democrat and Coalition Senators 
advising the inadequacy of the legislation in dealing 
with casual itinerate employees. 

In opposing the scheme the ADFA has drawn 
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attention to the fact that the stated aim of the 
legislation is to provide a retirement income for the 
elderty so as to lessen the burden on aged pensions, 
however the payment of superannuation for itinerate 
workers will contribute very little in accomplishing this. 
The small amounts of levy generated will simply be 
swallowed up by meeting administrative costs of the 
superannuation funds, with no benefit flowing to the 
employee and no productive reward to the Nation. 

This is just one of a number of deficiencies that 
exist with this legislation that has not been adequately 
addressed. 

Within the industry there are itinerate workers who 
seek seasonal work and who may during any given 
year be gainfully employed by 7 or 8 employers under 
various awards. 

Herein lies another short coming of the legislation. 
The proposed legislation does not define who is 
empowered to determine the fund where the 
superannuation levy is to be deposited? The proposed 
legislation states only that the levy is to be placed with 
an approved superannuation fund. 

Should the employer nominate the fund, it is 
possible that the employee may have funds placed at 
several institutions, and possibly more if there isn't an 
industry superannuation scheme or the employee works 
across a range of industries. If the employee 
nominates the fund, a situation will occur where 
growers will be remitting levy payments to several 
superannuation funds, depending on the number of 
casuals employed. In both of these examples, 
substantial administrative charges are incurred. 

The ADFA has proposed that a more equitable 
solution for casuals would be to adopt a yearly 
threshold rather than the present monthly trigger point 
and raise the level of qualification to the tax free 
threshold, which is currently $5,400. 

It should be noted that this legislation is presently 
only in draft form and has not become law. 

There are grave doubts that the legislation will be 
passed in its present form. The proposed Bill has 
been passed by the House of Representatives but 
must go before a Senate Select Committee inquiry, 
prior to being considered in the Senate. 

The Federal Coalition in the Senate has indicated 
they will be opposing this legislation, therefore the 
Democrats are in the position of determining if the 
serious concerns with the Bill are addressed or if the 
Bill is rejected. 

It is the intention of the ADFA to continue to 
oppose the imposition of this ineffective and 
unproductive impost on growers time and financial 
resources. 

It is a ridiculous situation where the only ones to 
benefit would be the clerks administering the levy to 
the detriment of productive members of the Australian 
community, growers. 
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TOWARDS EXCELLENCE IN AGRICULTURE 
RURAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION**.* 

Assistance to growers in horticulture 

The "Towards Excellence" programme is a Rural 
Finance Corporation initiative providing low cost finance 
to approved growers to upgrade their operations and 
has been developed as part of the "Priority Victoria" 
strategy. 

The aim is to better equip Victorian producers to 
meet the challenges and pressures of the market place 
into the next century. 

What Is the Rural Finance Corporation (RFC)? 

RFC is a specialist rural lender which has been 
providing assistance to farmers and rural business in 
regional Victoria since 1961. 

A range of substantial lending programmes is 
administered including the Rural Adjustment Scheme 
(RAS) which is a Commonwealth Government initiative. 

How is assistance targeted? 

The programme is targeted at growers who are 
developing mechanised systems and/or enhancing 
quality in horticultural production. 

Some typical projects may include:
establishing appropriate rootstocks. 
establishing improved trellising. 
implementing efficient irrigation systems. 
introducing improved varieties. 
improving management systems to enhance 
quality. 

OF VICTORIA • 

Who may apply for assistance? 

A farmer who is: 
in the horticultural industry. 
able to demonstrate that the farming operation 
has sound prospects of long term success. 
running the farming business i.e. contributing a 
significant part of his or her labour and capital to 
the farming enterprise. · 
able to show that the farming enterprise is the 
major source of income in normal times. 
able to demonstrate that there is a need for the 
assistance. 

Terms of lending: 

The assistance will be in the form of a loan. 
Interest rate . 6% for an initial period, details of 
which will be determined at the time of approval. 
Term of the loan ·up to 10 years. 

How to apply? 

Application forms are available from the Rural 
Finance Corporation's Swan Hill (118 Curlewis Street 
(050) 329 900) or the Mildura (31 Deakin Avenue, 
(050) 233 025) offices. 

Farmers are invited to call and discuss personally 
their individual requirements. 

Once a formal application is received a visit to the 
farm will be arranged to assess the proposal and to 
develop the most appropriate package for the farmer's 
needs and commitments. 

Establishing appropriate rootstocks, improved trellising and developing mechanised systems are areas 
targeted for assistance in the dried vine fruits industry. 
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THE FOOD POLICY ALLIANCE 

The Food Policy Alliance is a coalition of interest 
groups including horticultural industry associations, 
consumer groups and food industry trade unions 
seeking common ground in response to major changes 
faced by the food and agriculture industries in 
Australia. 

The ADFA is a member of the Food Policy Alliance 
and is heavily involved in many of the Alliance's 
campaigns. 

At the core of the Alliance policy proposal is the 
issue of food quality. The Alliance argues that there is 
a need to: 

* guarantee clean, high quality food for the domestic 
consumer; 

* assist exports which can be marketed on the basis 
of their quality; 

* ensure that imported foods meet the same 
standards as required from domestic producers; 
and thereby 

*secure viable employment for the 130,000 farmers 
and growers, the 170,000 food processing workers 
and the 750,000 other workers whose jobs depend 
on a viable agricultural and food processing 
industry in Australia. 

To this end the Alliance have been actively involved 
in several campaigns, including: 

* campaign on imported food inspection; 
* opposition to mutual recognition; 
* proposing a charter for truth in food labelling; 
* fair trade; and 
* food standards. 
The imported food inspection campaign launch was 

formally hosted by Mr. lan Baker, Victorian Minister for 
Food and Agriculture, and launched by Mr. Martin 
Ferguson, President of the ACTU. 

The report prepared by the Alliance titled "Putting 
Quality First - An Analysis of Australia's Imported Food 
Inspection Program", reveals serious ·defects in the 
current imported food inspection program and calls for 
improvements in the program to ensure that all imports 
meet Australian quality standards. 

The report reveals that while Australia maintains 
stringent inspection of the quality of food products for 
export and domestic consumption, it has little or no 
control at the point of entry for most imports. 

One of the most startling facts to come out of the 
report prepared by the Alliance was the fact that there 
are only seven full-time Commonwealth inspectors to 
cover all ports and airports and inspect over $2 billion 
worth of food imports annually. What is more startling 
is that 5 of the 7 are based in Canberra where there is 
no port and limited air cargo. 

The success of the campaign and the wide media 
coverage that it received was particularly satisfying to 
the ADFA. For many years'the ADFA has campaigned 
for the same standards of inspection and quality 
control to be imposed on imported dried fruits as are 
required of Australian production. With the assistance 
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of the Food Policy Alliance this inequity of receiving the 
consideration necessary if Australian producers are not 
to continue to be disadvantaged. 

Another major issue is the campaign against the 
proposed State legislation for the Mutual Recognition of 
Standards and Regulations. 

The goal of. this legislation is to overcome the 
inefficiencies caused by regulatory differences among 
Australian States and Territories, thereby facilitating the 
freer flow of trade within Australia. 

This is achieved by allowing goods produced in, or 
imported into, a State, to be sold into another State 
without the necessity for compliance with the latter 
State's regulations and standards. 

The Alliance campaign against this Bill is based 
around the scenario where goods are imported from 
overseas into a State and then 'exported' to other 
States. In cases where States do not have standards 
in regard to some products, these States provide an 
opportunity for sub-standard goods to be imported into 
Australia with no quality restrictions. 

The prospect of poor quality dried fruits being 
imported into Australia with no regard to quality is of 
great concern to the ADFA. In Australia dried fruit is 
renowned for its quality and the ADFA does not want 
this reputation undermined by sub-standard imported 
product, therefore the ADFA has again been actively 
involved in the campaign against mutual recognition. 

The third issue that the Alliance is currently active 
in is a truth in labelling campaign. The ADFA has 
endorsed the 'Charter for Truth in Food Labelling' 
prepared by the Alliance. 

This charter calls for more accurate and detailed 
food labelling so that consumers can more easily and 
accurately identify the origin, quality, and relative value 
of the food on sale in the marketplace. 

The dried fruits industry is particularly concerned 
about labelling deficiencies as many consumers believe 
that all dried fruit offered for sale in Australia is 
produced in Australia. Stricter labelling requirements 
would assist consumer awareness as to country of 
origin and of available fruit and encourage them to buy 
Australian dried fruit with its consistent better quality. 

The goal of the fair trade campaign is to provide 
some balance to the current mania for "free trade", by 
highlighting the extent of the economic damage caused 
by unnecessary imports and to promote buy Australian 
initiatives. 

The final campaign that the Alliance has been 
actively involved in is a food standards campaign. This 
campaign supports the need for Australia to 
consistently adopt the highest achievable food 
standards as part of the national review and 
harmonisation process currently being undertaken by 
the National Food Authority. 

The aim is to support the maintenance of Australian 
food production standards at equal to or higher than 
international levels. 
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AUTUMN HOT POTS 
Prepared By ADFA Food Advisory Services Department 

With the arrival of the cooler weather, it is nice to begin enjoying again some of those delicious 
warming casserole dishes. The aromas tend to permeate the kitchen and entice any tastebuds in from the 
cold. They need not take hours to prepare nor be expensive. Try some of our delicious Hot Pots this 
Autumn. 

CHICKEN WITH RAISINS 
AND COCONUT 

6 small skinless chicken 
breasts or 3 large, cut in half 
seasoned flour 

1 tablespoon butter 
1 tablespoon oil 

1/4 cup dry sherry 
1
/2 cup chicken stock 
1 orange, pith removed and 

segmented 
1
/2 cup seeded raisins, chopped 
2 tablespoons shredded 

coconut 

Coat the chicken breasts in the 
seasoned flour. Heat the butter 
and oil in frypan and when mixture 
begins to sizzle add the chickBn. 

Reduce the heat and cook gently 
for a few minutes until lightly 
browned, on both sides. Place in a 
casserole dish. 

Add the sherry and chicken stock 
to frypan stirring to combine, 
reduce by half. Stir in the orange 
segments, seeded raisins and 
coconut. 

Pour over the chicken, cover and 
bake in a moderately slow oven for 
20-30 minutes or until chicken is 
tender. Serve immediately. 

CURRIED LAMB 
WITH PINEAPPLE 

1 tablespoon oil 
1 kg chump or forequarter lamb 

chops, trimmed of fat 
2 small onions, diced 
1 tablespoon curry powder 

11
/4 cups stock 

1 x 450g can pineapple pieces 
2 potatoes, peeled and 

quartered 
medium pepper, seeded and 
cut into strips 

1
/3 cup sultanas 

Heat the oil and brown chops on 
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both sides. Remove from pan. 
Add the onions to pan and cook 
over a low heat until soft. Add the 
curry powder and cook for a further 
minute stirring continuously. 

Stir in the flour cooking for a 
further few minutes. Add the stock 
and pineapple juice (drained from 
pieces) stirring well, making a 
smooth sauce. 

Add the chops, pineapple pieces, 
potatoes, pepper and sultanas. 
Place in a casserole dish and cook 
in a moderately slow oven for 1 
hour or until lamb is tender, stirring 
occasionally. 

Skim any fat from surface before 
serving. 

BRAISED CHICKEN 
WITH PEACHES 

125g dried peaches. sliced 
2 cups water 
2 tablespoons oil 

2 kg chicken pieces, skin removed 
salt and freshly ground 
pepper 

2 onions, sliced 

2 carrots, sliced 
2 bacon rashers, rind removed 

and chopped 
1 teaspoon finely chopped 

thyme or 1
/4 teaspoon dried 

1 bayleaf 
2 teaspoons cornflour blended 

with a little water 
1 tablespoon finely chopped 

parsley 

In a saucepan combine the dried 
peaches and water. Bring to the 
boil and simmer for 5 minutes. 

Allow to stand until cool. Heat 
the oil and brown the chicken 
pieces on both sides. 

Season well and place in a 
casserole. Sprinkle over the 
thyme. 

Add the onions, carrots and 
bacon and cook until softened. Stir 
in the bayleaf and drained liquid 
from peaches. 

Cover dish and cook in a 
moderate oven for 1 hour. Skim 
any fat from surface. Add peaches 
and thicken sauce with cornflour. 
Garnish with parsley. 
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LAYERED STEAK AND 
SPINACH CASSEROLE 

Base 
1 cup small macaroni 

30g butter 
2 tablespoons grated parmesan 

cheese 
2 tablespoons chopped parsley 

Filling 
1 tablespoon oil 
2 onions, chopped 
1 clove garlic 

500g lean minced steak 
1 x 425g can whole peeled 

tomatoes, chopped 
1
/4 cup red wine 
2 tablespoons tomato paste 

112 teaspoon dried oregano 
1
/2 teaspoon ground cayenne 

pepper (optional) 
1
/2 cup seeded raisins 

Topping 
1 bunch spinach, washed well 

125g ricotta cheese 
1
/4 cup sour cream 
4 spring onions 

freshly ground black pepper 
1
/4 teaspoon ground nutmeg 

125g mozzarella cheese, grated 

Base 
Cook macaroni in boiling water 

until tender, drain. 
Add butter, cheese and parsley, 

stirring until butter has melted. 
Place in base of casserole dish. 

Filling 
Heal oil in pan. Add onion, garlic 

and minced steak and fry until 
browned. 

Add tomatoes, 
paste, oregano 
pepper. 

wine, 
and 

tomato 
cayenne 

Bring to boil, reduce heat and 
simmer uncovered for 30 minutes 
or until mixture is thick. 

Stir in seeded raisins. Spread 
meat mixture evenly over macaroni. 

Topping 
Boil spinach, drain well squeezing 

out excess water. 
Combine in a bowl with ricotta 

cheese, sour cream, spring onions, 
pepper and nutmeg. Mix well. 
Spread evenly over meat mixture. 
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Arrange thin slices of mozzarella 
cheese over spinach topping. Bake 
in a moderate oven tor 30 minutes. 

VEGETABLE CASSEROLE 

3 large potatoes, cut into slices 
1 large clove garlic, crushed 
2 medium red pepper, seeded 

and cut into thick slices 
2 medium carrots, cut into 

5mm slices 
1/a cup currants 
3 medium zucchini, cut into 

long thick slices 
1 teaspoon finely chopped 

fresh mint or /4 teaspoon 
dried 

2 medium tomatoes, sliced 
1 teaspoon finely chopped 

fresh basil or /4 teaspoon 
dried 

2/3 cup chicken or vegetable 
stock or water 

In a greased casserole dish cover 
the base with a layer of half the 
potato slices. 

Lightly spread with the crushed 
garlic. 

Top with a layer of the pepper, 
carrots, currants, zucchini, mint, 
remaining potato and tomato slices. 

Sprinkle over the basil. Gently 
pour in the stock. 

Cover and place in a moderate 
oven for one hour or until the 
vegetables are just tender. Serve 
warm or cold. 

PAPRIKA VEAL CASSEROLE 

1 kg diced veal 
2 tablespoons plain flour 
1 tablespoon paprika 
1 teaspoon dry mustard 

salt and freshly ground pepper, to 
taste 

2 medium onions, coarsely 
chopped 

45g butter 
1 cup chicken stock 
1 tomato, peeled and coarsely 

chopped 
1 tablespoon lemon juice 
1 cup seeded raisins, chopped 

125g mushrooms, finely sliced 
1
/4 cup cream 
2 tablespoons finely chopped 

parsley 

Dust the veal in the combined 
flour, paprika, mustard and salt and 
pepper. 

In a saucepan melt the butter and 
dry until the onions are softened. 

Remove from pay and set aside. 
Add the veal to the pan, browning 
well. 

Return the onions and stir in the 
chicken stock, tomato and lemon 
juice. 

Bring to the boil stirring, reduce 
heat and simmer covered for 1 
hour. Add the raisins, mushrooms 
and cream. 

Cook uncovered for a further 15 
minutes. Check seasonings and 
garnish with the parsley. 

SPICY FRUIT LAMB 

1 kg boneless lamb 
1
/4 cup oil 
1 onion, chopped 
2 cups water 

salt 
cinnamon stick 

thinly peeled rind 1 lemon 
1
/2 cup seeded raisins 

3
/4 cup dried apricots, chopped 

3
/4 cup pitted prunes 

1
/2 cup sultanas 
2 tablespoons brown sugar 

Cut meat into 2cm cubes, brown 
in oil, then remove. 

Slowly cook onion in pan for 5 
minutes. 

Add lamb with 1 cup of the water, 
salt to taste, cinnamon stick, lemon 
rind. 

Cover, simmer for approximately 
1 hour or until lamb is tender. 

Add remaining cup water, fruits 
and sugar. 

Simmer until mixture is thick and 
the fruit pulpy, approximately 30 
minutes. 

Best served with fluffy rice. 
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OTHER BRANDS·: MAY GET YOU IN. 
BUT THIS ONE~~~ WILL SEE YOU OUT. 

VINELEAF GROUP """""'""' 

It comes down to endurance. 
You get what you pay for. And when 
you decide on Woratah, you get full 
measure. 

Our galvanising and wire drawing 
technology has been awarded the 
coveted AS3902 certificate. That's your 
assurance of quality_ 

Add the BHP name and Australia
wide back-up and supply. 

Plus a commitment to research and 
development that focuses on local 
conditions. 

For o hundred years, we!ve stood 
by you and delivered the best there is. 

And we stand by you now, with 
fencing mode to last. 

And lost. 
Who knows, it might see you out. 
Why take o risk on anything else? 

VINELEAF GROUP 

VINELEAF STORES 
IRYMPLE 
15th Street, 

Irymple. 
245704 

MERBEIN 
Commercial Street, 

Merbein 
252304 

MERBEIN 
Main Avenue, 

Merbein 
252402 

RED CLIFFS 
Laurel Avenue 

Red Cliffs 
24 2102 

MILDURA 
Etiwanda Avenue 

Mildura 

COOMEALLA 
Silver City H/way 

Coomealla 

ROBINVALE 
Moore Street 

Robin vale 
263904 23 0017 
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